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^ ' INTRODUCTION.
Scientists Austrilian Aborigine almost at the

bottom of the scale of h\Manity. Their warrant is the poverty of

his technical accomplishment and the level of his culture which is

still just a rational degree above that of the animal, ffe ^nows

two seasons, winter and summer. He had no science of numbers, and

can count to no more than three. After that comes two-two, our^,

and in the south-west marra (hand) signified five - the rest is vague.

'big mob," plenty," He does not know the facts of birth. He knows the

child*s physical relationship to the woman, if the woman is his,

If he has sai been away from her far five or ten years, he may believe ^
that all the children she has in the meantime are his ovm. He Relieves,

and so does the woman, that if she sits near a certain rock, or tree,

or if the moon, who is a man, looks and winks at her, whether she wants

it or not, a baby will come out of the stone or tree or moon and become

her own. If she is sitting beside a water-hole, and a mountain devil

or bandicoot shows up suddenly, the baby she may be unconsciously

carrying at the time will "belong to mountain devil or bandicoot,"

The Aborigines began as communists, and they are dying out as

communists, because in all the ages of their existence there has not

arisen a man among them strong enough to raise them from the ruck of

communism, which still prevails in every detail of their lives. If a

man goes hunting, and comes back to camp heavily laden, his game must

be divided amongst his stay-at-home fellows, who are all his group

relations, even if his woman and his dingoes go hungry in consequence.

No family stands out from the tribe by virtue or superiority. There

are no arts and industries. No man is ever praised for excellence of

orkmanship in weapon or implement, for praise brings evil with it —

a curious belief that exists among the people of Southern Ireland to-day
who will praise nei,ther man, woman, child, pig, horse or cow without

the supplementar3/#j||vocation "God bless it!" Although there were
marriage laws, the^^^unal state forbids exclusive ownership, and a
man's tribal brotherMfey at any time ask or be given the loan of a

paying the price for the accommodation. Every man is a

to hii women, otherwise there is no superiority or inferiority among

a peo^l© 3^3 landless and as leaderless as kangaroos.
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